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Questions with Answer Key

S. No Question Answer

1
Which one of the following river flows between
Vindhyan and Satpura ranges? Narmada

2 The Central Rice Research Station is situated in? Cuttack

3 Who is Vice President of India? Shri Jagdeep Dhankhar

4
Which film has been awarded the Best
International Film Award at the Oscar Awards
2022?

Drive my car

5 l::.T::, 
whose salts are sensirive to tishr is

Silver

6 :::::]:::is 
werr known for the compirarion of

Yoga Sutra

7
Between which of the two countries Maitri
Express runs ? India, Bangladesh

B Who is Cooperation Minister of Maharashtra? Shri Atul Save

9
The country that has the highest in Barley
Production? Russia

10 Tsunamis are not caused by ..
Hurricanes

11
In which city is the Bhandarkar Oriental Research
Institute located? Pune

72 Which country won the Cricket Asia Cup 2022? Sri Lanka

13 Volcanic eruption do not occur in the Baltic sea

t4 Who amongst the following is also known as
"Rashtrasant" Tukdoji Maharaj

15 The hottest planet in the solar system is .. Venus

16
World Peace Day is celebrated on which day
every year? 21st September

t7 Where was the electricity supply first introduced
in India? Darjeeling

1B
Which of the following is a form of painting native
to Maharashtra? Warli

19
Which of the following is related to Bharat Nirman
Scheme?

Infrastructure
development
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Answer
S.No Ouestiona-

In accounting system , all losses and expenses debited
37

5lakh
38

What is the maximum deposit amount insureo 0y

iha DTCGC?

ioo/- Qrrnce note is sioned bV RBI Governor
39

Tl1( mpans Tax Deducted at Source
40

trFF cfandc fnr Electronic Fund Transfer
4L

HSBC
42

Wt'lictr nank was introduced first ATM machine in

Tndia?

CnM rcfprs to Cash DePosit Machine
43

trltrtrT raferc to none of these
44

SWIFT stands for ..

Delivery of banks seruice to a customer at his

office or home by using electronic technology is

called

Virtual banking is also called..."".""'

Society for Worldwide
Interbank Financial

Telecommunications
45

E-Banking
46

Internet Banking
47

is based on the voice processing facility

available with the bank computers'
Tele Banking

4B

What is the full form of UPI ?

What is the full form of BHIM?

EIT6Q ic r repd in

Unified PaYment
Inteface49

Bharat Interface for
Money50

Ope1q!!!g sYsten_
51

CDM
52

Tf,e amount is instantly credited to the account of
tha ar rctnmer in -----

scanner
53

Which of the following is an example of an input
Aavicc?

One byte consists of ..
eight bits

54

Primary memory
55

ifre main memory of a computer can also be

arllod ae

The main job of CPU is to .....'..."'

Th. ptoc"ss of transferring files from a computer

on the Internet to your computer is called

Both (A) and (Q
56

Downloading
57

MS DOS
5B

Wnicn of the following Operating System ooes
nal imnlanrant mr rltitaskinos trUlV?

Scanner
59

Which of the devices converts drawing, printed

text or other images into digital form ?



Answer
S.No Ouestion

ting Windows
60

Which of the following is the dominant opera'
Crrctam in thp wnrld?

CDROM
61

Vrltricn of the following is a read only memory
ct^rane rlevice?

www.com,yahoo
62

Which of the following is not a valid domain

name?

None of these
63

WlT icfr of the following can not be a wireless
nahrunrk?

Which one among the following is not included in

the basic functions of operating system?

A process is a 

-.
All of the logic and mathematical calculations

done by the computer happen in/on the ""'

The computer understands ......"' language'

Virus Protection
64

program in the
execution65

Central processing unit
66

assemblY
67

Restarting ComPuter
68

The term Booting in the computer system is for

Refresh
69 To reload a Web P?9e, press the"" button'

Use a proxy
70

Whrch of the following will help you to improve
rrarrr I AN carrrritv?

VIRUS stands for '.
Vital information

Recourse Under Siege7t

The word processing feature that catches most

random typographicll errors and misspellings is

known as 

-.

Spell checker
72

What is the commonly used unit for measuring

the speed of data transmission?
Bits per second

73

DBAC
74

nrtung" the following devices in ascending order

of the speed:

^ 
paM R Hard disk C. Cache D. FIoPPY

All of these
75

The UNIX Operating System used in which type

Operating sYstem
76

Which type of programme acts as a intermediary

between user of computer & hardware?

The Operating SYstem Manages Atl of the above
77

{*
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S.No Ouestion Answer

7B Blue tooth'technology allows ..

Wireless
communication

between
equipments

79 Lompurer rolows a simple principle called GIGO which
means:

A parallel port is most often used by a .......

Garbage in garbage
out

80
Printer

B1
wnar numDer should come next?
2, t, (u2), (U4), ... (U8)

82
vvnar numDer snoulcl come next?
7, 70, B, Ll, g, 12, ... 10

83
vvnar numoer should come next?
36,34,30,29,24, ... 22

84 wnat number should come next?
53, 53, 40, 40, 27, 27,,., t4

85
vvnar numDer snoulcl come next?
22, 2L, 23, 22, 24, 23, ... 25

B6
rtilu ouf, [ne ooo word :

Pgf{ey basil dill mavonnaise mayonnaise

87
rtnq ou[ me ooo word :

inch ounce centimeter vard ounce

BB
rtno out tne ooo word :

tyre steering wheel engine car car
(No.8
words
words.

9

ir
to 92 )The words in the bottom row are related in the ,url way as the
r the top row. For each item, find the word that.orpi.t r the bottom row of

89
canote lamp floociltght
hut cottage ? house

90
daisy flower
bungalow house

palette easel

plant
?

textbook lesson plan
brush

?

building

91 repoft card

92
apptes rrutt supermarket
novel book ? booktore

( NO.. 93 to 97) In these.series, you *,f
number pattern. Fill the blank in the middle of the-series or end of the series.

93

94

SCD, TEF, UGH, , WKL
vu

B2CD, BCD+, BsCD, BqD BCaD
95 FAG, GAF, HAII IAH' JAK
96 ELFA, GLHA, I1)A, MLNA KLl'A
97 cMM, EOO, GQQ, _, KUU ISS

tre=\D
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S.No Question Answer
Each question (No. 98 to 102) has an underlined word followed by four answer
choices. Choose the word that is a necessarily part of the underlined word.

98 haruest crop
99 deseft arid
100 book pages

101 language words
L02 school student

(No. 103 to 107) A good way to figure out the relationship in a given question is to
make up a sentence that describes the relationship between the first two words.
Then, try to use the same sentence to find out which of the answer choices
completes the same relationship with the third word.

103 Odometer is to mileage as compass is to .. direction

104 Marathon is to race as hibernation is to ....... sleep

105 Window is to pane as book is to .... page

106 Cup is to coffee as bowl is to .. soup

L07 Careful is to cautious as boastful is to .. arrogant

108
Find the ODD one from the followings:
Snake Lizard Turtle Whale

Whale

109 A line has ............. end points. no

110
A and B are brothers. C and D are sisters. A's son is
D's brother. How is B related to C ?

Uncle

111

If 'Pink' is called 'Orange', 'Orange' is called 'Blue',
'Blue' is called 'Red', 'Red' is called 'Green', 'Green' is
called 'Black' and 'Black' is called 'white', what would
be the color of human blood ?

Green

Ltz eqq:fish:: :plant Seed

113

Arrange the given words in the sequence in which
they occur in the dictionary and choose the correct
sequence.
1. Economic 2. Earlier 3. Each 4. Edition 5. Eager

3,5,2, l, 4

LL4
The line that divides a circle into half is
called_ Diameter

115
Select the related word pair from the given
alternatives. Book : Paqes :: ? : ?

Car: Tyre

116
It was Sunday on January L,2006. What was the day
ofthe weekJan 1, 20L0?

Friday

Lt7 Choose the word which is different from the rest? oil

ffi



S.No Question Answer

118
B is twice as old as A but twice younger than F. C is
half the age of A but is twice older than D. Who is the
second oldest?

B

119 How many triangles are there in the given figure? 24

120
A clock started at noon. By 10 minutes past 5, how
many degrees has the hour hand turned through? 155

Lzt
The average weight of a class of 24 students is 35 kg.
If the weight of the teacher be included, the average
rises by 400 g. The weight of the teacher is :

45 kg

722
The average of 7 consecutive numbers is 20. The
largest of these numbers is :

23

L23
The least number of five digits which is divisible by
L23 ?

10086

124 99x30=5=? 594

125 Find the Odd One Out of the following Numbers 5L2

L26
30 Men can complete a work in 25 days. In how many
days can 75 men complete it? 10

t27 On selling an afticle for Rs.651, there is a loss of 7o/o.

The price of that afticle is ... 700

128

280 oranges are divided among some boys and girls
whose total number is 50 so that each boy gets 5
oranges and each girl get 7 oranges. The number of
girls are ....

15

129
Let N = L42L x 1423 x t425. What is the remainder
when N is divided bv L2? 3

130
5349 is added to 3957. Then 7062 is subtracted from
the sum. The result is not divisible by:

7

131
Look at this series: 36,34,30,28,24, ... What
number should come next?

22

L32
78+L3=3=?

2

133
(53-23)+13=?

9

(No. 134 to 136) What should come in place of question marks in the following
questions?

L34 36, 19, 6,3, t,? 0.5
135 25x43*5=? 2t5
136 24o/o of 6730 = ? 1615.2

137
The average of 100 numbers is 44. The average of
these 100 numbers and four other numbers is 50.
What is the average of the four new numbers?

200

ffi



S.No Question Answer

138
The perimeter of a rectangle whose length is 6m more

than its breadth is 84m. What will be the area of the

rectangle?

432m2

139
The ratio of two numbers a and b is 3:7. After adding 9

to each number, the ratio becomes 9:17. The numbers a

and b are: ........
L8,42

L40 What is cube root of 5I2? 8

L4L What is HCF (Highest Common Factor) of 18 and 24 6

L42
In a School out of 860 students 95 o/o Student passed.

How many students failed?
43

L43 What is the LCM (Lowest Common Factor) of 16 and 24 48

L44
Rajabhau purchased goods worth Rs. 50 and sold it at
Rs. OO. What is the percentage of profit he earned?

20o/o

L45 8 :24 :: ? :32 6

t46 (241)z = z 58081

L47 Simpliff: (4 - s) - (13 - 18 + 2). 2

148
Square of difference between two numbers is 9 while the

sum of squares of those two numbers is 225. What is

their product?

108

L49
What 'ts the radius of a circle that has a circumference of
3.14 meters?

0.5 meter

150

When Chitra was born her mother's age was 30 years

and when her sister Bittu was born 4 years after her birth

her father was 26 years old. Find the age difference

between her Parents?

none of these

151 0.25+L10.25=? 4.25

t52 70 l$x7)+3-1=? 4

153

t54

,/tszt +t/225=? 54

Arrange the numbers in ascending order:
36, L2, 29, 2L,7.

7, L2, 21,29, 36

155 Find the value of x; if x = (2 x 3) + 11. L7

Zxsi
N
'9lrlt,
9,t

r^
F,
BI
rQ

8
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S.No Question Answer
Direction (No. 156 to 160): Study the information carefully to answer the questions
that follow.
In a college, there are 900 students who are doing Post Graduation (pG) in any one
of the subjects, out of five different subjecb, out of the five different iubjects viz.
Zoology, Botany, Mathematics, Physics, and Statistics. The ratio between the boys
and the girls among those is 5:4 respectively, 2Oo/o of the total girls are doing pG in
Zoology and 25o/o of the total girls are doing PG in Statistics. The totat number of
students doing PG in Botany is 220. Total students who are doing PG in Mathematics
is 150. Respectively the ratio between the number of girls and the number of boys
doing PG in statistics is 2:3. Twenty percent of the total number of boys are doing
PG in Mathematics is 1:2 respectively. There is an equal number of boys and girll
who are doing PG in PG in Physics. 180 students are doinq pG in Zootoqv.

156
What is the total number of students during pG in physics
and Statistics together? 350

t57
What is the respective ratio between the boys doing pG

in Mathematics and the number of girls doing pG in
Botany?

5:6

158
What is the difference between the boys doing pG in
Zoology and the number of girls doing PG in
Mathematics?

50

159
In which PG course the number of girls is the highest and
in which course the number of boys is the lowest
(respectively)?

Botany and
Physics

160
The number of girls doing PG in Statistics is what percent
of the number of boys doing PG in Physics? 200

161 I _ never seen such a picture before. have

L62 Prof. Mathur teaches Mathematics ............... English. besides

163 Please, come the bathroom. out of

164 Please, don't laugh those beggars. at

165
Rajeev failed in the examination because none of his
answerc were ............. to the questions asked.

peftinent

166
There are ........... views on the issue of giving bonus to
the employees. divergent

?F

sw



S.No Question Answer

L67
He has people visiting him at his house because

he fears it will cause discomfort to neighbours.
stopped

168
More insurers are limiting the sale of propefi insurance

in coastal areas and other regions ....... natural disasters.
prone to

169
Ashok got the company car for a 

- 
price as he was the

senior most employees in the company.
nominal

L70 The feminine of 'Horse" is ..........
Mare

17L Find the correct feminine noun of 'Fox'. Vixen

L72
Which is the correct meaning of the following :

'A list of questions to be filled in'
Questionnaire

L73 Choose the correct antonym of the given word - Error Correctness

L74 Choose the correctlY sPelt word. Anxious

t75

Which 'ls the most effective word from the given words to
fill in the blanks to make the sentence meaningfully
complete?
Thouqh Sindu is poor, . she is honest.

yet

t76 Suqar : Molasses :: Gasoline i- Petroleum

L77
Complete the idioms - My mother said "Speak of the

............" as she saw him walking down the stairs.
Devil

t78 Choose the correct gender of the word'Actor' Actress

t79
Wfricn one of the following is not a pair of word of
opposite gender?

Master -
Mistress

180
Pick out the correct meaning of the word underlined'

They won by a narrow marqin.
Difference

181 Her thinking leans 

- 
democracyi towards

t82 Choose the correct answer for :

The last meal of the daY.
Dinner

Directions : No. 183 to 187 choose the word/group of words which is most similar
in meaning to the word/group of words.

-

183 I Humble meek

184 Astqnished Surprised

185 Stretch out lie down

10



S.No Question Answer
186 Convinced Certain

L87 Pool Gather

Directions: No. 188 to 192 choose the word/group of words which is nrcst-OppgsltC
in meaning to the word/group of words.

188 Deftly Sluggishly

189 Plunge nse

190 innocent guilty

191 Dismiss ignore

t92 Tremblinq Calm

(No. 193 to 197) Each sentence has one or two blanks. Choose the word or set of
words that best completes the sentence meaningfully.

193
He went to the library
closed.

to find that it was
only

L94
The ties that bind us together in common activity are so

that they can disappear at any moment. tenuous

195
,"*"n to his proposal was _ . She rejected it

inevitable -
vehemently

196
His _ directions misled us we did not know which
of the two roads to take. ambiguous

L97
It would be difficult for one so _ to believe that all
men are equal irrespective
of caste, race and religion.

intolerant

Direction: No. 198 to 200 Each sentence below has a blank & each blank indicates
that something has been omitted. Choose the word that best fits in meaning of the
sentence as a whole.

198
Sanjeev was upset because he......... forgotten his best
friend's bifthday.

had

199
Laxmi lost an impoftant file and rather than confessing
her ......... she blamed Sandra for losing it.

mistake

200
Ram was born ........ a silver spoon in his mouth and was
very proud of his wealth.

with

* for any queries please write on gjt@vamnicom,govft before 22.09.2022 upto 5.00 pm.

*******
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